
in this issue, our heroes face their first challenge:  

intaking bikes!
welcome aboard, true believers -- let’s get greasy! grab a 
donated bike and let’s answer this big question together:

do we want to repair this bike?

First off, let’s be clear: All bikes are beautiful. furthermore, 
the most valuable bikes in the world are the ones that are 
doing the most to improve their owners’ lives. Period! So If 

you’re working on your own bike and it makes your life better, 
let’s repair it! 

But! If you’re volunteering to fix up a bike that’s been donated 
to the co-op, and not your own trusty steed, we want to make 

sure to honor your valuable time and our shared resources with 
good projects. that means we’re going to filter out some bikes 
from the repair lineup. Each bike needs to pass three big checks:

 { the frame isn’t damaged

 { the seatpost isn’t stuck (or “seized”)

 { the ratio of “bike quality” to “bike 
condition” has to be worth fixing up

this four-page booklet will help you determine whether this bike 
passes these tests or gets sent on to its next life. read on! 

Version 2.0

SUPER FUN BIKE REPAIR zine!
Follow these steps to fix up any bike,  

whether it’s a bike co-op donation 
or your own trusty steed!

#1

if your bike has died the big death

if your bike passed the test
congratulations! this bike can enter the pipeline for  

repairs. bring it over to the welcome desk. the folks there  
will help you update its entry in our inventory tracker and mark  
it with a badge or sticker that says “fix me.” They’ll also give it 
a repair booklet matching the unique bike id # on its head tube.  
(if it doesn’t have a bike ID # yet, make sure that happens, stat.)  

Next, someone will start fixing it up -- maybe you!!

Ask if  
you should  

strip it  
for parts

Strip it for 
parts

Strip it for 
parts

check #1:  
Frame unsafe

using painter’s tape, 
mark the bike frame  

FRAME UNSAFE — 
STRIP & SCRAP 

check #2: 
Stuck seatpost

using painter’s tape, 
mark the bike frame   
STUCK SEATPOST -- 

STRIP & SCRAP 

check #3:  
built to fail

using painter’s 
tape, mark the 
frame STRIP 

& SCRAP

How’d it happen?

Cut through  
the frame with  
a hacksaw or  
angle grinder 

Put it in the  
Recycling pile

update this bike’s id # in our inventory 
tracker at the welcome desk. then Pour 

one out for our lost little lamb.
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Prelimenary check #1: Frame and Fork 
many bikes are donated after collisions, and sometimes that  

means they’re not safe to ride anymore. here’s what to check for:

No bad bends, big dents, or cracks FRAME ok? fork ok?

Dropouts are ok FRAME ok? fork ok?

Frame alignment looks straight FRAME ok? fork ok?

 
certain Dents and bends are no big deal, but others can make the 
bike unsafe to ride. (cracks are definitely a dealbreaker!) if that’s 

what’s up with this bike, it has died the big death. skip to page 4. 

Tip: check for ripples in the paint — they  
often mean there’s a crack beneath the surface!

Tip: you can replace a busted fork, but if it was  
destroyed in a crash, then the rest of the bike might also have 

been damaged. so if you find a messed-up fork, you’ve got to check 
the bike’s frame very carefully to make sure it didn’t get bent up 
too. FYI, you can basically mix-and-match frames and forks for-

ever, but there are a few different sizes of forks (and wheels) so 
not every fork will work with every frame.

Prelimenary check #2: SeatPost & Saddle

 
Un-clamp the seatpost: can you move it?

If your seatpost is stuck, There’s a bunch of ways to try and free 
it. look at Sheldon Brown’s excellent online guide or ask your 

pals, and feel free to try some out. but look -- if it’s really 100% 
stuck in there, then this bike has has died the big death. it hap-

pens. Skip to page 4.

if the seatpost moves OK, or if you succeed in freeing it -- hot 
damn, That’s a serious achievement! -- celebrate like a hero, and 

move along to the last prelimenary step.

Prelimenary check #3: quality control

 
Is it worth the time and effort?

generally, we’re going to pass over bikes made by mass- 
production manufacturers. But Why don’t we just fix them up? 

“budget bikes” get their low sticker costs because manufacturers 
cut corners during production & assembly in order to sell them 
as cheaply as possible. These bikes are literally built to fail 

-- imprecisely engineered, constructed from low-grade materials, 
fabricated in countries with inhumane labor standards, assembled 
domestically by non-unionized workers, and peddled by mega-cor-
porations with enough cash to crush user liability claims about 

their failures. they break down quickly, and often can’t actually 
be repaired to better condition. 

this is a social justice issue. after all, Who relies the most on big 
box stores and online direct sales for buying bikes? people who 
are traditionally excluded from bike shops, including women, 
trans and nonbinary riders, poor riders, and riders of color. and 

don’t forget where NYC land use codes lets the big box stores 
set up shop -- in poor communities of color. 

for us, If a bike comes from a budget brand -- including Magna, 
Huffy, Pacific, Mongoose, Roadmaster, Diamondback, Murray, 
Next, Motiv, CCM, and Free Spirit -- and seems like it’s going to 

need anything more than minimal work, then we’re going to decline 
to repair it. Our energy is better spent restoring better-quality 
bikes to replace these lemons. turn the page to see what’s next.

Tip: Unsticking seatposts is one area where you’ll  
get five opinions for every three people you ask, plus,  

too often, a bunch of know-it-all men who REALLY want to  
hover around and tell you what to do -- or even try to do it 

for you, even though you didn’t ask them and they’re definitely 
just guessing anyway. it can be annoying and overwhelming. so: 
Shoo them away or ask a volunteer to get them off your back, 

and then try whichever methods look good to you! 


